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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces the VISNET II DVC codec. This codec 
achieves very high RD performance thanks to the efficient 
combination of many state-of-the-art coding tools into a 
fully practical video codec. Experimental results show that 
the proposed DVC codec consistently outperforms 
H.264/AVC Intra. For sequences with coherent motion, it 
even surpasses H.264/AVC zero-motion. Finally, it is also 
always better than the DISCOVER DVC codec. Therefore, it 
is expected that the proposed high performing DVC codec 
will be used by other researchers in the field as a reference 
to benchmark their results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the wide deployment of mobile and wireless networks, 
a growing number of emerging applications, such as low-
power sensor networks, video surveillance cameras and mo-
bile communications, rely on an up-link model rather than 
the typical down-link communication model. Typically, these 
applications are characterized by many senders transmitting 
data to a central receiver. In this context, light encoding or a 
flexible distribution of the codec complexity, robustness to 
packet losses, high compression efficiency and low laten-
cy/delay are important requirements.  

To address the needs of these up-link applications, the 
usual predictive video coding paradigm has been revisited 
based on Information Theory theorems from the 70s. The 
Slepian-Wolf (SW) theorem [1] establishes lower bounds on 
the achievable rates for the lossless coding of two or more 
correlated sources. More specifically, considering two statis-
tically dependent random signals X and Y, it is well-known 
that the lower bound for the rate is given by the joint entropy 
H(X,Y) when these two signals are jointly encoded (as in 
conventional predictive coding). Conversely, when these two 
signals are independently encoded but jointly decoded (dis-
tributed coding), the SW theorem states that the minimum 
rate is still H(X,Y) with a residual error probability which 
tends towards 0 for long sequences. Later, Wyner and Ziv 
(WZ) have extended the SW theorem and showed that the 

result holds for the lossy coding case under the assumptions 
that the sources are jointly Gaussian and a mean square error 
distortion measure is used [2]. Subsequently, it was shown 
that this result remains valid as long as the difference be-
tween X and Y is Gaussian. 

Video coding schemes based on these theorems are re-
ferred to as Distributed Video Coding (DVC) solutions. Since 
the new coding paradigm is based on a statistical framework 
and does not rely on joint encoding, DVC architectures may 
provide several functional benefits which are rather impor-
tant for many emerging applications: i) flexible allocation of 
the global video codec complexity; ii) improved error resi-
lience; iii) codec independent scalability; and iv) exploitation 
of multiview correlation. 

Based on these theoretical results, practical implementa-
tions of DVC have been proposed since 2002. The PRISM 
(Power-efficient, Robust, hIgh compression Syndrome-based 
Multimedia coding) [3] solution works at the block level and 
performs motion estimation at the decoder. Based on the 
amount of temporal correlation, estimated using a zero-
motion block difference, each block can either be conven-
tionally (intra) coded, skipped or coded using distributed 
coding principles. Another DVC architecture working at 
frame level has been proposed in [4]; this DVC solution in-
cludes a feedback channel which allows performing decoder 
rate control based on the available correlation.  

In this paper, the DVC codec developed within the Eu-
ropean Network of Excellence VISNET II project [5] is de-
scribed. This codec is based on the early architecture in [4] 
and integrates numerous advanced tools [6]-[14], either de-
veloped within the VISNET II network or proposed in the 
literature. It is the outcome of an intensive collaboration, 
resulting in a complete DVC system with state-of-the-art 
Rate-Distortion (RD) performance. 

2. VISNET II CODEC ARCHITECTURE AND 
TOOLS 

This section provides a description of the VISNET II DVC 
codec architecture and tools illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 – Proposed VISNET II DVC architecture 

The main objective of this codec is to reach the best 
possible RD performance. For this purpose, advanced tools, 
either developed within the VISNET II project or proposed in 
the literature by other research groups, have been adopted for 
most of the modules described hereafter. The main contribu-
tion of this paper consists in the effective combination of 
these tools in order to develop an efficient DVC codec. In 
addition, the VISNET II DVC codec represents a significant 
advance over the state-of-the-art, since it integrates novel 
tools such as iterative reconstruction and deblocking filter.  

Finally, it is important to stress that the VISNET II DVC 
codec is a fully practical video codec. For instance, no origi-
nal frames are used at the decoder to create the side informa-
tion, to estimate the bitplane error probability or to estimate 
the correlation noise model parameters. 
 
2.1 Encoder 
First, the video sequence is divided into WZ frames and key 
frames. Key frames are typically periodically inserted with a 
certain GOP size and are coded using a H.264/AVC Intra 
codec. An adaptive GOP size selection process may also be 
used; in this case, the key frames are inserted depending on 
the amount of temporal correlation in the video sequence [6]. 
Most results available in the literature use a GOP size of 2 
which means that odd and even frames are key frames and 
WZ frames, respectively.  

For the WZ frames, the following operations are carried 
out at the encoder side: 
• Transform - For WZ frames, an integer 4×4 block-

based DCT is applied. The DCT coefficients of the en-
tire WZ frame are then grouped together, according to 
their position within the 4×4 blocks, forming DCT coef-
ficients bands.  

• Quantization - Next, each DCT coefficients band bk is 
uniformly quantized with 2Mk levels (where the number 
of levels 2Mk depends on the band bk). The resulting 
quantized symbols are then split into bitplanes, i.e. for a 
given band, the bits of the same significance are grouped 
together in a bitplane array.  

• Turbo Encoding - These bitplanes are then indepen-
dently encoded. More precisely, the turbo encoding pro-
cedure for the band bk starts with the most significant 
bitplane array. A pre-interleaver is also applied [7] for 
improved RD performance. The parity information gen-
erated by the turbo encoder for each bitplane is then 
stored in the buffer and sent in chunks/packets upon de-
coder request, through the feedback channel.  

• CRC - The encoder also calculates an 8 bit Cyclic Re-
dundancy Check (CRC) hash for each bitplane and 
sends it to the decoder [8]. This will help the decoder to 
detect any remaining residual errors left by the stopping 
criterion computed at the turbo decoder. 

Conversely, the key frames are encoded with the efficient 
H.264/AVC Intra mode in main profile with Context-
adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) active and all 
the spatial Intra prediction modes (4×4 and 8×8) enabled, 
thus achieving a good coding performance. 

 
2.2 Decoder 
For the WZ frames, the following operations are carried out 
at the decoder side: 
• Frame Interpolation - The decoder creates the side 

information for each WZ coded frame with a motion 
compensated frame interpolation framework, using the 
previous and next temporally closer reference frames to 
generate an estimate of the WZ frame. The side informa-
tion for each WZ frame corresponds to an estimation of 
the original WZ frame. With a better quality of this esti-
mation, the turbo decoder has to correct fewer ‘errors’ 
and the bitrate necessary for successful decoding (i.e. to 
achieve a small error probability) decreases. In the pro-
posed codec, hierarchical motion estimation [6] and spa-
tial motion smoothing [9] are applied in order to im-
prove RD performance. 

• Side Information Transformed - A block-based 4×4 
DCT is then carried out over the side information in or-
der to obtain the DCT coefficients which are an estimate 
of the WZ frame DCT coefficients.  



• Correlation Noise Modeling - The residual statistics 
between corresponding WZ frame DCT coefficients and 
the side information DCT coefficients is modeled by a 
Laplacian distribution. The Laplacian parameter is esti-
mated online and at the coefficient granularity level [10].  

• Turbo Decoding - Once the DCT transformed side in-
formation and the residual statistics for a given DCT 
coefficients band bk are known, the decoded quantized 
symbol stream associated to the DCT band bk can be ob-
tained through the turbo decoding procedure. The turbo 
decoder receives from the encoder successive chunks of 
parity bits following the requests made through the 
feedback channel. After successfully turbo decoding the 
most significant bitplane array of the bk band, the turbo 
decoder proceeds in an analogous way with the remain-
ing Mk-1 bitplanes associated to the same band. Once all 
the bitplanes of the DCT coefficients band bk are suc-
cessfully turbo decoded, the turbo decoder starts decod-
ing the next bk+1 band. This procedure is repeated until 
all the DCT coefficients bands, for which WZ bits are 
transmitted, are turbo decoded. 

• Request Stopping Criterion - To decide whether more 
parity bits are needed for the successful decoding of a 
certain bitplane, the decoder uses a simple request stop-
ping criterion. The stopping criterion estimates the cur-
rent bitplane error probability Pe for a given DCT band 
based on the a posteriori probabilities ratio [11]. If Pe is 
higher than 10−3 the decoder requests for more parity 
bits from the encoder via feedback channel; otherwise, 
the bitplane turbo decoding task is considered success-
ful. 

• CRC Checking - Because some residual errors remain 
when the request stopping criterion is fulfilled and these 
errors may have a rather negative subjective impact on 
the decoded frame quality, a CRC checksum is transmit-
ted to help the decoder detect and correct the remaining 
errors in each bitplane. Since this CRC is combined with 
the developed request stopping criterion, it does not have 
to be very strong in order to guarantee a vanishing error 
probability (≈ 0) for each decoded bitplane. As a conse-
quence, a CRC-8 checksum for each bitplane was found 
to be strong enough for this purpose which only adds 
minimal extra rate (8 bits) for each decoded bitplane (in 
other words, 1536 source bits for QCIF sequences). 
Thus, if the decoded bitplane has the same CRC check-
sum that the encoder CRC checksum, the decoding is 
declared to be successful and the decoding of another 
band/bitplane can start; otherwise, more parity bits are 
requested and the turbo decoding process starts again. 

• Bin Forming - After turbo decoding the Mk bitplanes 
associated to the DCT band bk, the bitplanes are grouped 
together to form the decoded quantized symbol stream 
associated to the bk band. This procedure is performed 
over all the DCT coefficients bands for which WZ bits 
are transmitted. The DCT coefficients bands for which 
no WZ bits were transmitted are replaced by the corres-
ponding DCT bands from the DCT side information. 

• Reconstruction - The reconstruction corresponds to the 
inverse of the quantization but exploits the side informa-
tion DCT coefficients and all turbo decoded symbol 
streams (quantization bins/intervals) [12]. The recon-
struction is performed iteratively for each refinement of 
the side information.  

• Inverse Transform - After, a block-based 4×4 IDCT is 
performed and the reconstructed pixel domain WZ 
frame is obtained.  

• Iterative Reconstruction - Next, iterative reconstruc-
tion is performed. It relies on the partially decoded WZ 
frame which becomes available in the WZ decoder, i.e. 
the decoded result after the correction of some errors in 
the side information. This partially decoded frame has 
higher quality than the side information and thus it can 
be exploited to generate side information again but with 
improved quality [13]. This procedure is based on the re-
finement of the motion vectors and the reference frame 
selection (backward, forward and bidirectional predic-
tions are allowed) and exploits the obtained partially de-
coded frame. With the improved side information the re-
construction can be performed again obtaining a higher 
quality frame. 

• Deblocking Filter - To improve both subjective and 
objective qualities of the WZ decoded frames, a decoder 
side adaptive deblocking filter is proposed [14]. More 
specifically, the filter is inserted inside the SI motion es-
timation loop as an In-Loop Deblocking Filter (ILDF), 
i.e. the frame generated by the filter is used as reference 
in the side information generation process (for GOP siz-
es greater than 2). This technique is based on the well 
known H.264/AVC deblocking filter where the calcula-
tions of the boundary strength and filter parameters were 
adapted to the DVC context. 

3. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT  

In order to assess the RD performance of the proposed 
VISNET II DVC codec, simulation results are reported in 
this section. Experiments are carried out with four test se-
quences Hall Monitor, Coastguard, Foreman and Soccer, 
with QCIF resolution and 15 fps, adopting the same test 
conditions as described in detail in [15].  

Figure 2 shows the RD performance in comparison with 
two H.264/AVC variants with low encoding complexity:  
H.264/AVC Intra and H.264/AVC zero-motion. The former is 
one of the most efficient Intra coding solutions available: 
While no temporal correlation is exploited, it is important to 
note that H.264/AVC Intra exploits quite efficiently the spa-
tial correlation with several Intra prediction modes. Con-
versely, H.264/AVC zero-motion exploits the temporal re-
dundancy in a IB…BI structure, but without performing mo-
tion estimation (i.e. all motion vectors are zero). In this way, 
better performance than Intra coding is achieved, as temporal 
redundancy is partly exploited. However, it requires far less 
complexity than full motion compensated Inter coding since 
no (encoder) motion search is performed. 

From these results, it is possible to observe that the 
VISNET II DVC RD performance is consistently better than 



the H.264/AVC Intra RD performance with the exception of 
content with highly complex motion such as the Soccer se-
quence. For simple content, such as the Hall Monitor video 
surveillance sequence, DVC gains over H.264/AVC Intra can 
go up to 5 dB for GOP size 8.  

The VISNET II DVC RD performance is typically 
worse than the H.264/AVC zero-motion RD performance. 
However, for sequences with regular global motion, like the 
Coastguard video surveillance sequence, the VISNET II 
DVC codec performs better than H.264/AVC zero-motion 
due to the inability of the latter to efficiently exploit the tem-
poral redundancy.   

The best VISNET II DVC RD performance is typically 
reached for GOP size 2, showing the difficulty to generate 
effective side information at the decoder when the key 
frames are farther apart. However, for simple sequences such 
as Hall Monitor, the RD performance increases with the GOP 
size in the range of values tested.  

Figure 3 shows the RD performance in comparison with 
the DISCOVER DVC codec [16] which is one the best per-
forming DVC codecs available in the literature. It can be 
observed that the VISNET II DVC RD performance is con-
sistently better than the DISCOVER DVC RD performance 
for all sequences and bitrates. The gains are more substantial 
for high motion sequences and for longer GOP sizes. These 
gains are mainly associated to the improvements in the side 
information creation process, the iterative reconstruction 
process and the deblocking filter. 

In terms of complexity, a thorough analysis of a DVC 
codec which shares a similar architecture as the proposed 
VISNET II DVC codec is presented in [17]. It is shown that 
WZ frames encoding complexity is about 1/6 of the average 
H.264/AVC Intra or H.264/AVC zero-motion encoding com-
plexity.  Conversely, the DVC decoding complexity is always 
much higher than H.264/AVC Intra or H.264/AVC zero-
motion decoding complexity. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the VISNET II DVC codec, which is the result 
of an intensive collaborative work, is presented. This codec 
integrates multiple advanced coding tools to build a power-
ful DVC system with state-of-the-art RD performance. The 
RD performance assessment has shown that the proposed 
VISNET II DVC codec consistently achieves better RD per-
formance when compared to the H.264/AVC Intra codec. 
Moreover, for sequences with regular global motion, the 
VISNET II DVC codec even performs better than 
H.264/AVC zero-motion. Finally, it is also consistently bet-
ter than the DISCOVER DVC codec which is one the best 
performing DVC codecs in the literature. 
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